TOSHIBA BUSINESS

Work comfort & quality of life

On average, people in Europe spend 90 % of their time indoors. For this reason,
air quality has a crucial importance and direct impact on our well-being. Whenever
the properties of the air deviate from the optimal range, TOSHIBA air conditioners
ensure that the quality of the indoor air is brought back into balance by cooling,
heating, filtering and drying.
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WHY TOSHIBA?

STAY COOL,
WHEN THINGS GET HOT.
It is not possible to get heat-free even at very high temperatures. An
optimal working environment is characterized by room temperatures
of up to 26°C and a air humidity of between 30 and 50 %. Air-conditioning systems ensure an optimal room climate and prevent a drop in
work performance due to heat.

COOLING: Maintaining performance
On hot days, performance and concentration – both in
physical and mental activities – decrease significantly,
with a negative impact of 30 to 70 % on work performance.
Air conditioning ensures ideal temperatures in the office
between 19 and 25°C with air humidity between 40 and
70 %.

CLEAN: Protect health
Pollen, spores, fine dust and volatile organic compounds
are always present in the air. Similarly, many building
materials, wall paints, plastic objects as well as electrical
devices can release harmful substances into the air we
breathe. The various, highly effective filters in the air-conditioning systems neutralize up to 99 % of the air pollutants (depending on the operating time and room size)
and make a major contribution to preventive health care.

DEHUMIDIFICATION: Safe work quality
Humid indoor air damages health and the building substance. This is because when the air is muggy, breathing
becomes more difficult, the body becomes less resilient
and employees are less efficient. In addition, high humidity promotes mold growth in rooms.
Air conditioning systems dehumidify and keep the air
humidity constantly regulated.

VENTILATE: Create a comfortable climate
Split air conditioners draw in air with fresh oxygen while
releasing used air to the outside. The many, individually
selectable settings – such as 3D Airflow – give a wide
variance of room ventilation options.
Air conditioners create a feel-good climate completely
without drafts and unpleasant air flows.
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WHY TOSHIBA?

Use the advantages of air conditioning in your company
to keep the performance of your employees and your
economic success high. Don't give the heat a chance!
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TECHNOLOGIES

VERSATILITY FOR
MORE COMFORT.
A first-class air conditioning system is characterized by the fact that
it is free from drafts, operates quietly, always works properly and ensures trouble-free operation. In addition, it is efficient in energy consumption and offers a wide range of aesthetic and technical options
in the design.

VERSATILITY
For the planner
With 18 construction types, 14 performance levels and 128 indoor
units, TOSHIBA systems allow the
greatest flexibility in planning and installation. The "Selection Tool" planning program provides also support.

For the operator
TOSHIBA systems can integrate
all common building management
systems, adapt the central control
to your needs and are designed for
maximum efficiency. A comprehensive partner network is available from
planning to maintenance.

For the user
The room temperature as well as the
air flow of the TOSHIBA units can be
controlled individually and flexibly.
The sophisticated indoor units are
barely audible. Easy handling of the
remote control ensures comfortable
operation.

The advantages of
TOSHIBA technologies
are based on decades
of experience in the
construction of air
conditioning systems.

Quiet and durable
The core of the TOSHIBA twin rotary
compressor consists of two counter-rotating discs. The resulting highest mechanical stability with lowest
vibration guarantees quiet and durable TOSHIBA units.

Constant temperature
The TOSHIBA inverter system permanently regulates the modulation range between 20 and 100 %.
This creates a constant temperature, without constant switching
ON / OFF.
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TECHNOLOGIES



Durability



Energy efficiency



Reliability

TOSHIBA air conditioners are based on robust
and mature technologies. As a result, they are
in use for an over-average period of time. This
ensures many years of reliable supply of the
company with an excellent indoor climate.

Modern air conditioning systems, properly
sized and professionally setup, have very low
power consumption and achieve absolute top
efficiency values.

TOSHIBA stands for highest quality and trouble-free operation. Even in the unlikely event of
a compressor failure, there is the option of a
backup function.

Automatic mode change
If the desired temperature value has to be reached quickly, the
PAM* mode is active – "high power"
is applied here. Once the value is
reached, it is maintained with the
lowest possible energy consumption
(PWM* mode).



Flexibility



24 h constant operation



Wide operating range

Compact outdoor units, a wide range of indoor
units and adaptable installation options ensure
the greatest possible system flexibility.

TOSHIBA business units are suitable for continuous use in rooms with sensitive technology
and ensure constant room temperatures.

Innovative technology enables temperature
limits between -25 and +52°C outside temperature. Thus, one system can cover the entire heat demand.

Variable control
The speed of the compressor
and therefore the output of the system can be regulated almost continuously in steps of 0,1 Hz. This allows
precise settings and optimum use of
the energy.

Individual settings
Special modes such as "Soft Cooling" or "Dual Setpoint" ensure unlimited comfort. Whether comfort or efficiency function: TOSHIBA enables
uncomplicated control.

*Pulse amplitude or pulse width modulation
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EFFICIENCY CLASSES

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.
Energy efficiency is a sign of responsibility in the use of the earth's resources.

TOSHIBA has always paid attention to
working in the spirit of a better future.
Now, more than ever, mindsets are
changing and technology revolutionize
the world.
TOSHIBA does not follow or adapt to
these trends. TOSHIBA sets trends and
drives them forward.

INVERTER TECHNOLOGY
An inverter air conditioner raises or
lowers the temperature in the room
by automatically changing the speed
of the compressor. When the room is
sufficiently cooled or heated as desired, the inverter automatically reduces the speed of the compressor.
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This saves energy on the one hand
and reduces temperature fluctuations in the room on the other. By
regulating the speed of the compressor, only as much power is produced
as is necessary. Since the compressor is not constantly switched
on and off, the service life of the

air conditioners is also extended.
In 1981, TOSHIBA was the first manufacturer to launch air conditioners
with inverter technology. Since then,
the technology has been continuously developed and improved.

EFFICIENCY CLASSES

KEY FIGURES



EER



COP



ESEER

Energy Efficiency Ratio
Coefficient of performance for
cooling

Coefficient Of Performance
Coefficient of performance for heating



SEER



SCOP

Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio
Performance number average one year cooling operation
Extended by seasonal factors
Measuring points are at +20, +25, +30 and +35°C

Seasonal Coefficient Of Performance
Performance number average one year cooling operation
Extended by seasonal factors
Measuring points are at +12, +7, +2 and -7°C

VRF systems today are mostly evaluated according to their ESEER (European SEER) value, which includes
part-load factors. For this purpose, a formula is used which forms the sum of four individual values with
different weightings.

The coefficient of performance is the ratio of the cooling or heating power
generated to the electrical power used. If the coefficient of performance is
high, this indicates high energy efficiency.

For air conditioners, the EER (Energy Efficiency Ratio) indicates the coefficient of performance in cooling mode.
The COP (Coefficient of Performance) stands for the coefficient of performance in heating mode.
Since these figures are only designed for a single operating point, additional performance figures have been defined
specifically for air conditioning, which take partial load and also climatic influences into consideration.
The average over one year is called SEER (Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio) in heating mode and SCOP (Seasonal
COP) in heat pumps and in heating mode.

TEMPERATURE
too high
temperature

fast
cooling

INVERTERTECHNOLOGY

desired
temperature

too low
temperature

ZEIT
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SINGLE- / MULTI-ROOM SOLUTION

SMALL, LARGE
OR LARGER.
TOSHIBA Business applications are offered in two systems: Single-Room
Solution (RAV) with up to four indoor units in one temperature zone and
Multi-Room Solution (VRF) for large buildings with almost unlimited possibilities of indoor unit combinations and temperature zones.

Single-room solution – RAV
The single-room solution is suitable for smaller commercial applications such
as offices, sales or technical rooms. Where reliability is crucial and continuous
operation is desired. Up to four indoor units of the same design can be connected to one outdoor unit. The nominal cooling capacity is between 2,5 kW
and 23 kW.

Advantages Single-room:



Versatile use



Cooling or heating
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The units can be used from a small room to a
large store.

The system cools or heats the room as
desired. This allows year-round operation.



Up to 4 indoor units



24 h constant operation

For optimal air distribution, several indoor units
can be combined.

Technical rooms, storage rooms or laboratories require a exactly defined room climate all
year round.

Offices and IT-rooms, Windmühlgasse Wien, Klimatech Wärme Kälte Klima

Multi-room solution – VRF
Air conditioning systems for complex installations in
large buildings, such as office buildings, shopping centers or hotels. This system offers the highest flexibility.
Up to 128 indoor units can be combined in one refrigeration cycle. The nominal cooling capacity is up to
355 kW per cooling cycle.

Advantages Mulit-room:



Highest system flexibility



Cooling and heating

A total pipe length of up to 1.200 m and a
height difference of up to 110 m leave nothing
to be desired.

A 3-pipe system allows independent cooling
and heating at the same time in different rooms
or parts of the building.



Up to 128 indoor units



Heat recovery

A maximum of 128 indoor units can be integrated in one refrigeration cycle. Several refrigeration cycles can be combined.

The heat energy absorbed by one part of a
building can be used for heating in other rooms.
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TOSHIBA IN
SERVER ROOMS.
In hot summers, buildings heat up quickly with every single hour of sunlight and also
release the stored heat inside. Not only the people inside the building suffer from the
enormous heat, there are also facilities, systems and work areas that do not tolerate
extreme temperatures well.

Server room
If small server rooms are so crowded
that the air cannot circulate properly
and there is no server room monitoring, it can lead to major problems.
The combination of exhaust heat
from electrical energy and heat from
outside can lead to a server failure
triggered by excessive server room
temperatures.
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The same applies to normal office
hardware. Whether it's a tower PC
or a laptop, too much sun over a
long period of time quickly kills the
equipment. The operating times are
naturally also shorter in this case.
Remedy and constant security is
provided by permanent server cooling and air conditioning of all rooms

affected by heat. It is important to be
aware that an investment in server
cooling or general air conditioning is
far less expensive than an unexpected complete failure and company
shutdown.

Offices and IT-rooms, Windmühlgasse Wien, Klimatech Wärme Kälte Klima

Constant safety

Outdoor area

The TOSHIBA redundancy box ensures safety and functional transparency. The redundancy box provides
information about error and operating
messages and can be monitored via
any web browser.

Long lasting Super Digital Inverter
outdoor units withstand all weather
conditions and provide maximum reliability down to -27°C outdoor temperature.

Small systems are also particularly
popular for air conditioning the technical cells of single mobile phone masts.
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INDOOR UNITS
SINGLE-ROOM
The following indoor units are suitable for single-room solution for
commercial applications. Your TOSHIBA partner will be happy to help
you with selection and planning.

HIGH WALL UNIT

CEILING UNIT

Page 15

Page 16

CASSETTE UNITS
60×60 Slim cassette
Smart cassette
4-way Standard cassette
Page 17 – 18

DUCT UNITS
Slim duct unit
Standard duct unit
High-pressure duct unit

FLOOR UNIT
Page 21

Page 19 – 20

ATTENTION: Product change
from RAV-GM / RM******-E to RAV-HM******-E
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SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
Air curtain
DX-Kit exhaust air control
DX-kit 0 – 10 V capacity
Page 22 – 23

INDOOR UNITS – RAV

High-wall units
EASILY INTEGRATED AND EFFICIENT
With their discreet design, these wall units fit into offices, stores, hotels, equipment rooms, restaurants, and more. Quiet and effective operation with optimal air distribution due to 5-speed fan and
large area air guide fin. The self-cleaning function dries the heat exchanger completely at the end
of operation and, together with the easy-to-clean dust filter, ensures hygienic operation. An infrared remote control is included as standard.

High-wall units 2,5 / 3,6 / 5 / 6 kW



Comfort-Allrounder

R410A
R32

Cooling capacity

TYPE

Heating capacity

kW

Energy efficiency
class

Sound pressure level
(low/med/high)

kW

dB(A)

Airflow

Dimensions (HxWxD)

m³/h

mm

RAV-RM301KRTP-E*
RAV-HM301KRTP-E

2,50

3,40

A++

29/34/40

450/540/670

293 x 798 x 230

RAV-RM401KRTP-E*
RAV-HM401KRTP-E

3,60

4,00

A++

30/36/41

450/580/700

293 x 798 x 230

RAV-RM561KRTP-E*
RAV-HM561KRTP-E

5,00

5,30

A++

35/39/42

680/830/960

320 x 1050 x 250

RAV-RM801KRTP-E*
RAV-HM801KRTP-E

6,70

7,70

A+

35/41/45

680/910/1040

320 x 1050 x 250

RAV-GM901KRTP-E*
RAV-HM901KRTP-E

8,00

9,00

A++

35/41/47

680/1180

320 x 1050 x 250

* ATTENTION: Product change from RAV-RM******-E to RAV-HM******-E
RM while stocks last.

High-wall unit 10 kW



Power-Allrounder

R32

TYPE

Cooling capacity

RAV-GM1101KRTP-E*
RAV-HM1101KRTP-E

Heating capacity

kW

kW

10,00

11,20

Energy efficiency
class

Sound pressure level
(low/med/high)
dB(A)

A++

41/45/49

Airflow

Dimensions (HxWxD)

m³/h

mm

1180/1350/1610

348 x 1200 x 280

* ATTENTION: Product change from RAV-RM******-E to RAV-HM******-E
RM while stocks last.
ACCESSORIES

DESCRIPTION

Fernbedienung

Infrared remote control included

818F0023

Active carbon-catechin filter strips

818F0036

IAQ filter strips

818F0050

Ultra-pure 2.5 filter strips

818F0072

Ultra-Fresh filter strips

INCLUDED
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INDOOR UNITS – RAV

Ceiling unit
ELEGANT AMBIENCE
Rounded edges emphasize the elegant design. The large
air guide fin ensures optimum air distribution and a large
air volume. Especially in heating mode, this optimal air
circulation brings high comfort. Through the use of a new
heat exchanger, the unit also achieves even greater efficiency.



Optional accessories
Condensate lifting pump with
600 mm delivery height

R410A
R32

TYPE

Cooling capacity
kW

Heating capacity

Energy efficiency
class

kW

Sound pressure level
(low/med/high)
dB(A)

Airflow

Dimensions (HxWxD)

m³/h

mm

RAV-RM401CTP-E*
RAV-HM401CTP-E

3,60

4,00

A+

28/35/37

540/900

235 x 950 x 690

RAV-RM561CTP-E*
RAV-HM561CTP-E

5,00

5,30

A

28/35/37

540/900

235 x 950 x 690

RAV-RM801CTP-E*
RAV-HM801CTP-E

6,90

7,70

A+

29/36/41

750/1410

235 x 1270 x 690

RAV-GM901CTP-E*
RAV-HM901CTP-E

8,00

9,00

A++

30/38/42

900/1600

235 x 1586 x 690

RAV-RM1101CTP-E*
RAV-HM1101CTP-E

9,50

11,20

A+

32/38/44

1021/1860

235 x 1586 x 690

RAV-RM1401CTP-E*
RAV-HM1401CTP-E

12,10

12,80

-

35/41/46

1200/2040

235 x 1586 x 690

RAV-RM1601CTP-E*
RAV-HM1601CTP-E

14,00

16,00

-

36/42/46

1260/1650/2040

235 x 1586 x 690

* ATTENTION: Product change from RAV-RM******-E to RAV-HM******-E
RM while stocks last.

ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION LIVED
The energy efficiency of air conditioners has a direct impact on operating costs and the environment. All
TOSHIBA units meet at least efficiency class A - in both cooling and heating mode. Our quality has been
officially confirmed by Eurovent certification. This certifies the performance specifications of air handling and
refrigeration products in accordance with European and international standards.
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INDOOR UNITS – RAV

Cassette units
PERFECT AIR DISTRIBUTION
With the low unit height, the cassette fits discreetly into any suspended ceiling. The air guide vanes
can be controlled individually and guarantee optimum air distribution with extremely quiet operation.
A condensate lifting pump with 850 mm delivery height is installed in all cassettes. In addition, a
fresh air supply of up to 15 % of the nominal air volume is possible with an external fan – the connection opening is already pre-punched.

60×60 Slim cassette



Suitable for Euro-Raster
The optional expansion with a presence sensor can save energy. The
sensor registers the presence of people. If there is no one in the room,
the device switches off automatically.

R410A
R32

Cooling capacity

TYPE

kW

Heating capacity

Energy efficiency
class

Sound pressure level
(low/med/high)

kW

dB(A)

Airflow

Dimensions (HxWxD)

m³/h

mm

RAV-RM301MUT-E*
RAV-HM301MUT-E

2,50

3,40

A+

30/36/38

440/640

256 x 575 x 575

RAV-RM401MUT-E*
RAV-HM401MUT-E

3,60

4,00

A+

32/36/41

468/660

256 x 575 x 575

RAV-RM561MUT-E*
RAV-HM561MUT-E

5,00

5,30

A+

35/39/44

546/798

256 x 575 x 575

Airflow

Dimensions (HxWxD)

* ATTENTION: Product change from RAV-RM******-E to RAV-HM******-E
RM while stocks last.

Smart cassette



High efficiency 360° Classic
High efficiency with flat design panel and comfort functions
to combine with Super Digital Inverter outdoor units.

R32

TYPE

Cooling capacity
kW

Heating capacity

Energy efficiency
class

Sound pressure level
(low/med/high)

m³/h

mm

RAV-GM561UT-E*
RAV-HM561UT-E

5,00

kW
5,60

A++

26/29/32

750/1050

256 x 840 x 840

RAV-GM801UT-E*
RAV-HM801UT-E

7,10

8,00

A+++

27/35/42

810/1920

319 x 840 x 840

RAV-GM1101UT-E*
RAV-HM1101UT-E

10,00

11,20

A+++

31/40/48

1050/2250

319 x 840 x 840

RAV-GM1401UT-E*
RAV-HM1401UT-E

12,50

14,00

-

33/41/48

1170/2250

319 x 840 x 840

* ATTENTION: Product change from RAV-RM******-E to RAV-HM******-E
RM while stocks last.

dB(A)
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INDOOR UNITS – RAV

4-Way Standard cassette



The 360° Classic
Optimal 360° air distribution. Individual comfort,
even for large rooms with high power requirements.

R410A
R32

Cooling capacity

TYPE

kW

Heating capacity

Energy efficiency
class

kW

Sound pressure level
(low/med/high)
dB(A)

Airflow

Dimensions (HxWxD)

m³/h

mm

RAV-RM561UTP-E*
RAV-HM561UTP-E

5,00

5,30

A++

28/29/32

780/1050

256 x 840 x 840

RAV-RM801UTP-E*
RAV-HM801UTP-E

6,70

7,70

A+++

28/31/35

810/1230

256 x 840 x 840

RAV-GM901UTP-E*
RAV-HM901UTP-E

8,00

9,00

A++

33/36/40

900/1600

319 x 840 x 840

RAV-RM1101UTP-E*
RAV-HM1101UTP-E

9,50

11,20

A+++

33/38/43

1170/2010

319 x 840 x 840

RAV-RM1401UTP-E*
RAV-HM1401UTP-E

12,00

12,80

A

34/38/44

1230/2100

319 x 840 x 840

RAV-RM1601UTP-E*
RAV-HM1601UTP-E

14,00

16,00

-

36/40/45

1260/1500/2130

319 x 840 x 840

* ATTTENTION: Product change from RAV-RM******-E to RAV-HM******-E
RM while stocks last.

PADO Shopping Galeries Parndorf,
CAVERION Österreich GmbH Klimaanlagen und Wärmepumpen
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Handyshop Mureck,
Cool Company Kälte - Klima - Gastro

INDOOR UNITS – RAV

Duct units
INVISIBLE AIR CONDITIONING
No matter what shape your room is, duct units guarantee constant temperatures everywhere.
Installed invisibly above the suspended ceiling, the air is directed into the room at the lowest air
speed via one or more air exhausts.

Slim duct unit



For limited space
Ultra flat design with top energy efficiency values.
Air flow is possible via the bottom or back side.

R410A
R32

TYPE

Cooling capacity Heating capacity
kW

Energy efficiency
class

kW

Sound pressure level
(low/med/high)
dB(A)

Airflow

External static
pressure

Dimensions
(HxWxD)

m³/h

Pa

mm

RAV-RM301SDT-E*
RAV-HM301SDTY-E

2,50

3,40

A++

33/36/39

480/660

5 - 45

210 x 845 x 645

RAV-RM401SDT-E*
RAV-HM401SDTY-E

3,60

4,00

A

33/36/39

522/690

5 - 45

210 x 845 x 645

RAV-RM561SDT-E*
RAV-HM561SDTY-E

5,00

5,30

A+

36/40/45

582/780

4 - 44

210 x 845 x 645

RAV-HM801SDTY-E

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

* ATTENTION: Product change from RAV-RM******-E to RAV-HM******-E
RM while stocks last.

Health Care Center Parc Igls Innsbruck,
EDMUND SPARER Klima & Kältetechnik GmbH

Office Troyer Fliesen & Marmor GmbH Innsbruck,
EDMUND SPARER Klima & Kältetechnik GmbH
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INDOOR UNITS – RAV

Standard duct unit



Invisible classic
Air flow is possible via the bottom or back side.
Optionally, a collar flange is available.
Also suitable for connecting textile air tubes.

R410A
R32

Cooling
capacity

TYPE

kW

Heating
capacity

Energy
Sound pressure level
efficiency class
(low/med/high)

kW

dB(A)

Airflow

External static
pressure

Dimensions
(HxWxD)

m³/h

Pa

mm

RAV-RM561BTP-E*
RAV-HM561BTP-E

5,00

5,30

A

25/29/33

480/800

30 - 120

275 x 700 x 750

RAV-RM801BTP-E*
RAV-HM801BTP-E

6,70

7,70

A

26/30/34

720/1200

30 - 120

275 x 1000 x 750

RAV-GM901BTP-E*
RAV-HM901BTP-E

8,00

9,00

A++

30/33/37

1000/1700

50 - 120

275 x 1400 x 750

RAV-RM1101BTP-E*
RAV-HM1101BTP-E

9,50

11,20

A

33/36/40

1260/2100

50 - 120

275 x 1400 x 750

RAV-RM1401BTP-E*
RAV-HM1401BTP-E

12,10

12,80

-

33/36/40

1260/2100

50 - 120

275 x 1400 x 750

RAV-RM1601BTP-E*
RAV-HM1601BTP-E

14,00

16,00

-

33/36/40

1500/1740/2100

30 - 120

275 x 1400 x 750

* ATTENTION: Product change from RAV-RM******-E to RAV-HM******-E
RM while stocks last.

High-pressure duct unit



With full power
Due to the high static pressure, the unit is best suited for
large rooms. The condensate lift pump and the longlife air
filter kit are optionally available.

R410A
R32

TYPE

Cooling capacity Heating capacity

Energy efficiency
class

Sound pressure level
(low/med/high)

External static
pressure

Dimensions
(HxWxD)

m³/h

Pa

mm

kW

kW

RAV-RM2241DTP-E2

19,00

22,40

-

-/44/-

3800

50/97/250

448 x 1400 x 900

RAV-RM2801DTP-E2

22,50

27,00

-

-/46/-

4800

50/97/250

448 x 1400 x 900
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dB(A)

Airflow

INDOOR UNITS – RAV

Floor unit
SPACE SAVING – FOR EVERY ROOM
The slim design allows flexible positioning of the unit. The automatic swing mode
distributes the air in the best possible way – even when placed in the corner of a
room. The front panel has a built-in comfort control keypad. An integrated leak
detection system ensures EN378-compliant use, even in small rooms.

R32

TYPE

Cooling capacity
kW

Heating capacity

Energy efficiency
class

kW

Sound pressure level
(low/med/high)
dB(A)

Airflow

Dimensions (HxWxD)

m³/h

mm

RAV-RM561FT-ES*
RAV-HM561FT-E

5,00

5,60

A+

38/42/46

600/-/820

1750 x 600 x 210

RAV-RM801FT-ES*
RAV-HM801FT-E

7,10

8,00

A++

41/45/50

640/-/930

1750 x 600 x 210

-

-

-

-

-

-

RAV-RM1101FT-ES*
RAV-HM1101FT-E

10,00

11,20

A++

41/46/51

1190/-/1660

1750 x 600 x 390

RAV-RM1401FT-ES*
RAV-HM1401FT-E

12,50

14,00

-

45/48/53

1350/-/1760

1750 x 600 x 390

RAV-RM1601FT-ES*
RAV-HM1601FT-E

14,00

16,00

-

45/48/53

1350/-/1760

1750 x 600 x 390

RAV-HM901FT-E

* ATTENTION: Product change from RAV-RM******-E to RAV-HM******-E
RM while stocks last.

PADO Shopping Galeries Parndorf,
CAVERION Österreich GmbH Klimaanlagen und Wärmepumpen
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INDOOR UNITS – RAV

Air curtain
ENERGY-SAVING AIR BARRIER
With its circulating air function in summer or heating
function in winter, the air curtain forms an air barrier in
entrance areas – it prevents the exchange of air between
the indoor and outdoor areas. The air-conditioned air
therefore stays in the customer area and the entrance
stays invitingly open.

Heating capacity
(kW)

Sound pressure level
(dB(A))

Air volume (m3/h)

8,0 – 16,0

54 – 58

1.600 – 5.160
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R410A



Model variety
3 models: Free hanging,
Recessed or cassette
For door width from 1 – 2,5 m
Maximum door height from 3,2 m

INDOOR UNITS – RAV

DX-kits
INTEGRATION OF EXTERNAL HEAT EXCHANGERS
The DX-kit enables the integration of external heat exchangers into a TOSHIBA system. It is perfect for the use with central ventilation systems or door air curtains. A Plug & Play solution is also
ready for connection.

DX-kits exhaust air control



Temperature-controlled exhaust air
Controls the heating or cooling operation of a connected
DX heat exchanger via the room or exhaust air temperature.

R410A
R32

Cooling capacity
(kW)

Heating capacity
(kW)

Air volume (m3/h)

Dimensions (cm)
H×W×D

5,0 – 23,0

5,6 – 27,0

900 – 4.200

40 × 30 × 15 cm

DX-kit 0 – 10 V capacity



External power control
Controls heating or cooling operation via a 0 – 10 V signal
from the ventilation control as per the power requirement.

R410A
R32

Cooling capacity
(kW)

Heating capacity
(kW)

Air volume (m3/h)

Dimensions (cm)
H×W×D

0,9 – 27,0

0,8 – 31,5

570 – 4.200

40 × 30 × 15 cm
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OUTDOOR UNITS
SINGLE-ROOM
The right outdoor units to supply up to four indoor units.
Your TOSHIBA specialist will be happy to assist you with your selection.

Digital Inverter



Compact & lightweight
2,5 to 14 kW cooling
3,4 to 16 kW heating
Single or up to 3 indoor units

TYPE

Cooling
capacity
kW

R32

Heating
capacity

Energy
efficiency SEER

Energy
efficiency
SCOP

Sound pressure
level (low/med/high)

kW

Sound pressure
level (low/med/high)

dB(A)

dB(A)

Dimensions (HxWxD)
mm

RAV-GM301ATP-E

2,50

3,40

6,29

4,60

46

47

550 x 780 x 290

RAV-GM401ATP-E

3,60

4,00

5,86

4,01

49

50

550 x 780 x 290

RAV-GM561ATP-E

5,00

5,30

5,15

4,00

46

48

550 x 780 x 290

RAV-GM801ATP-E

6,70

7,70

4,89

3,81

48

52

550 x 780 x 290

RAV-GM901ATP-E

8,00

9,00

6,10

4,60

51

55

630 x 800 x 300

RAV-GM1101ATP-E

10,00

11,20

5,16

3,92

54

57

890 x 900 x 320

RAV-GM1401ATP-E

12,00

14,00

4,86

3,90

55

57

890 x 900 x 320

RAV-GM1601ATP-E

14,00

16,00

-

-

53

55

1340 x 900 x 320

RAV-GM1101AT8P-E

10,00

11,20

5,16

3,92

54

57

890 x 900 x 320

RAV-GM1401AT8P-E

12,00

14,00

4,86

3,90

55

57

890 x 900 x 320

RAV-GM1601AT8P-E

14,00

16,00

-

-

53

55

1340 x 900 x 320
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OUTDOOR UNITS – RAV

Super Digital Inverter



Large line lengths & height differences
5 to 14 kW cooling
5,6 to 16 kW heating
Single or up to 3 indoor units

TYPE

Cooling
capacity
kW

Heating
capacity

R32

Energy
efficiency
SEER

Energy
efficiency
SCOP

Sound pressure
level (low/med/high)

kW

Sound pressure
level (low/med/high)

dB(A)

dB(A)

Dimensions (HxWxD)
mm

RAV-GP561ATW-E

5,30

5,60

-

-

46

48

630 x 799 x 299

RAV-GP801ATW-E

7,10

8,00

-

-

46

48

1050 x 1010 x 370

RAV-GP1101AT-E

10,00

11,20

-

-

49

50

1550 x 1010 x 370

RAV-GP1401AT-E1

12,50

14,00

8,15

4,72

50

51

1550 x 1010 x 370

RAV-GP1101AT8-E

10,00

11,20

7,10

4,36

49

50

1340 x 900 x 320

RAV-GP1401AT8-E

12,50

14,00

7,01

4,36

51

52

1340 x 900 x 320

RAV-GP1601AT8-E

14,00

16,00

6,72

4,36

51

53

1340 x 900 x 320

Handyshop Wies, Cool Company Kälte - Klima - Gastro
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OUTDOOR UNITS – RAV

Digital Inverter CLASSIC



Economy classic
5,0 bis 14 kW cooling
5,0 bis 16 kW heating
For combination with high-wall unit, 4-way standard cassette and
standard duct units

Cooling
capacity

TYPE

kW

Heating
capacity

Energy
efficiency SEER

Energy
efficiency
SCOP

Sound pressure level Sound pressure level
(low/med/high)
(low/med/high)

Dimensions (HxWxD)

dB(A)

dB(A)

RAV-GV561ATP-E

5,00

5,30

-

-

46

48

550 x 780 x 290

RAV-GV801ATP-E

6,70

7,00

5,10

4,00

48

51

550 x 780 x 290

RAV-GV1101ATP-E

9,50

10,00

5,10

3,80

53

55

630 x 800 x 300

RAV-GV1401ATP-E

12,10

12,30

5,10

3,80

54

57

710 x 900 x 320

RAV-GV1601ATP-E

13,00

13,50

5,90

4,20

56

57

890 x 900 x 320

Cooling
capacity

Heating
capacity

Energy
efficiency SEER

Energy
efficiency
SCOP

TYPE

kW

kW

R32

kW

mm

Sound pressure level Sound pressure level
(low/med/high)
(low/med/high)

Dimensions (HxWxD)

dB(A)

dB(A)

RAV-GV1101AT8P-E

9,50

10,00

5,10

3,80

53

55

710 x 900 x 320

mm

RAV-GV1401AT8P-E

12,10

12,3

5,10

3,80

54

57

710 x 900 x 320

RAV-GV1601AT8P-E

13,00

13,50

5,90

4,20

56

57

890 x 900 x 320

Digital Inverter BIG



Versatile & powerful
19 bis 23,5 kW cooling
22,4 bis 27 kW heating
Single or up to 4 indoor units

TYPE

Cooling
capacity

Heating
capacity

R32

Energy
efficiency
SEER

Energy
efficiency
SCOP

Sound pressure
level (low/med/high)

Sound pressure
level (low/med/high)

Dimensions (HxWxD)

kW

kW

dB(A)

dB(A)

RAV-GM2241AT8-E1

19,00

22,40

5,82

3,78

58

60

1550 x 1010 x 370

RAV-GM2801AT8-E1

22,50

27,00

5,49

3,69

61

63

1550 x 1010 x 370
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mm

Which refrigerants does
TOSHIBA use?
For TOSHIBA, it was always important to work in the sense of a better future
and environmental protection is taken very seriously. Although the refrigerants have a very small contribution to global warming (unit of measurement
GWP = Global Warming Potential), it is an essential goal to keep the use as
low and efficient as possible.
For this reason, TOSHIBA mainly uses R32 refrigerant. With a GWP of 675,
it is significantly lower than the usual refrigerant R410A with a GWP of 2.088.
R32 is more energy efficient and has a much better heat transfer capability
than R410A. An air-conditioning system can therefore achieve an approx.
60 % higher output with the same charge quantity.
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TOSHIBA IN THE HOTEL.
Hotel climate solutions from TOSHIBA offer guests a comfortable, enjoyable stay throughout the hotel, at low operating costs for the owner.
Efficiently planned solutions are also an important component for sustainable and environmentally friendly hotel management.

Based on the large selection of units
and designs, an optimal air conditioning solution can be planned
and implemented for every hotel
size and room requirement, which
discreetly integrates into the interior. Extremely quiet air-conditioning
units unobtrusively ensure calm, relaxation and well-being for the hotel
guest and always deliver maximum
comfort. Satisfied guests are likely
to visit the hotel again, give positive
reviews on the relevant portals and
thus become important multipliers.
Hotel KOWALD Loipersdorf, PAMMER GesmbH Kälte-Klima-Technik
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TOSHIBA IN THE HOTEL

Hotel room

Restaurant

Kitchen

With local comfort remote controls,
every guest can adjust the room climate of their hotel room to their own
individual wishes and requirements.
The set-back function deletes all
special requests and restores the optimized basic settings. Window contacts and room card readers reduce
unnecessary operating times. Highwall units fit discreetly and quietly, almost unnoticed, into the interior. Duct
units are completely invisible.

In the restaurant, it is not only the
dishes served and the courteous service that create enthusiasm, but also
the ambience and room air contribute
to the positive experience. Optimum
air quality is ensured by TOSHIBA
cassette units, which fit inconspicuously into any ceiling. The individually
controllable air guide vanes guarantee optimum air distribution with extremely quiet operation.

The staff in the kitchen performs at its
best to treat the hotel guests as good
as possible. A comfortable climate in
the kitchen area increases productivity and enjoyment of work. Duct units
are the first choice for the kitchen
because of their high performance
and flexible air intake and exhaust
options.

Fitness and
wellness area
Fitness and wellness areas not only
have high demands on temperature
control, but also on the balance of
humidity. 3-pipe systems are particularly suitable in these areas. These
use excess energy for efficient water
heating through heat recovery.

Conference and
meeting rooms

Management
In addition to the well-being and satisfaction of the guests, the cost efficiency of a hotel climate solution is
also important for the management.
The optimization of the energy consumption can be easily achieved by
a central control via the building management system. But also special
TOSHIBA features, such as Energy
Monitoring simplify the cost overview.

A productive working climate is necessary in these rooms. Air conditioners regulate the supply of fresh air and
bring oxygen into the room. At the
same time, they filter out spores and
allergens and provide clean, cooled
air. An optional "presence sensor"
helps to save energy when there are
no people in the room.

Hotel Gilbert Vienna, ICEBEAR Entfeuchtung & Klima GmbH
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